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1. INTRODUCTION

Flash memory is nonvolatile, shock resistant, and power-economic [Bez et al.
2003]. With recent technology breakthroughs, especially on capacity, flash-
memory storage systems are much more affordable than ever. As a result, flash
memory is now among the top choices for storage media in embedded systems.
Besides these advantages, flash memory is also more suitable to mobile devices,
since solid-state devices inherently consume less energy than do mechanical de-
vices such as hard disks, and could provide better vibration tolerance.

Due to the very distinct characteristics of flash memory, the management of
flash memory for a storage system is significantly different from those based
on main memory and disks. In particular, flash memory is write-once such that
updates to existing data on a page are only possible after an erase operation.
In-place updates (overwrites) are usually prohibited due to the considerations
of performance and endurance. Activities in the recycling of available space on
flash memory must be done from time to time. There are two major approaches
in the implementation of flash-memory file systems: The native file system
approach (e.g., Alpha One Ltd. [2006], Woodhouse [2001], Intel Corp. [1995b])
and block-device emulation approach (e.g., Compact Flash Assoc. [1998], Intel
Corp. [1955a, 1995c, 1998], SmartMedia [1999]). The two approaches share
the same objective, which is to have applications access data on flash memory
transparently via standard file operations. Regardless of which approach is
taken, major fundamental design issues remain. One essential issue is on the
mounting of file systems. When a flash-memory file system is first mounted,
the common practice is to scan all spare areas of pages in a brute-force fashion
over the flash memory to reconstruct its housekeeping data structures in the
main memory. Such a procedure is not only time-consuming, but will also be
impractical in the near future.1 One example approach in the acceleration of
the initialization (i.e., mounting) of a flash-memory file system is to periodically
commit a “snapshot” of the entire housekeeping data structure on flash memory
[Yim et al. 2005]. Such an approach could speed-up the initialization procedure
significantly, but might suffer from various vulnerability issues, such as system
crashing during the committing of the data structure.

In this article, a method for efficient initialization and crash recovery is
proposed for flash-memory file systems. A log management scheme for flash-
memory file systems is presented. The proposed log management method is
implemented in a log-record manager (referred to as LRM, hereafter) and a
logger. The LRM collects log records generated by the file systems (in addition
to the writes/updates to file systems) in the main memory and merges/deletes
them whenever necessary. The responsibility of the logger is to commit log
records (processed by the LRM) onto flash memory with a data structure called
check regions, where check regions provide fast references to log records stored
on flash memory. During initialization or crash recovery, the housekeeping
data structure (i.e., the view) of a flash-memory file system could be prop-
erly and efficiently constructed based on the scanning of check regions. The

1Such a procedure is getting impractical as the capacity of flash memory chips are growing quickly.

8Gb NAND flash memory chips are, in fact, under mass production at this time point.
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objective is to provide efficient initialization and crash recovery for the log-
based flash-memory file system, regardless of whether the file system is prop-
erly unmounted or crashed.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Related work is summarized
in Section 2. Section 3 introduces an overview of flash memory technology and
formulates our problem in a more precise way. Section 4 introduces an efficient
management method for the mounting and crash recovery of log-based flash-
memory file systems. Section 5 provides performance and overhead evaluations
of the proposed method over YAFFS. Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

In recent years, issues on flash memory management has drawn a lot of atten-
tion. Excellent research results and implementations have been reported on
performance enhancement, especially on garbage collection and system archi-
tecture designs [Chang and Kuo 2002; Wu and Zwaenepoel 1994; Chang et al.
2004; Wu et al. 2003, 2004, 2006; Kawaguchi et al. 1995, Kim and Lee 1999; and
Wu and Kuo 2006]. In particular, Kawaguchi et al. proposed a cost-benefit policy
[Kawaguchi et al. 1995] with a value-driven heuristic function for block recy-
cling. Kim and Lee [1999] proposed to periodically move live data among blocks
such that the blocks such that blocks have more even erase counts. Chang and
Kuo [2002] considered an adaptive striping architecture for multiple banks for
performance enhancement. Wu and Zwaenepoel proposed to adopt SRAM as
write buffers and presented several cleaning policies for garbage collection [Wu
and Zwaenepoel 1994]. Chang and Kuo [2004] introduced a real-time garbage
collection mechanism to provide QoS guarantees for performance-sensitive ap-
plications. Wu et al. [2004] proposed to use an interrupt-emulation mechanism
to reduce the interference of I/O activities on executions of user tasks such that
the entire system performance is improved. When database or information pro-
cessing applications are considered, layers for index processing were proposed
to resolve the performance problems caused by intensive bytewise updates [Wu
et al. 2003]. While the capacity of flash-memory storage systems keeps increas-
ing significantly, effective and efficient management of flash-memory space has
become a critical design issue. Wu et al. [2006b] proposed a space-efficient
search-tree-like data structure to accelerate the matching of a given logical
address and its corresponding physical address on flash memory. Wu and Kuo
[2006] proposed an address translation mechanism that can dynamically and
adaptively switch the mapping information of logical block addresses into phys-
ical block addresses between the fine- and coarse-grained address translation
mechanisms.

There are two major approaches in the implementation of file systems over
flash-memory storage systems: the block-device emulation approach and the na-
tive file-system approach. Well-known examples of native file systems are JFFS/
JFFS2 [Woodhouse 2006], LFM Intel Corp. [1995b] and YAFFS/YAFFS2 [Alpha
One Ltd. 2006], which manage raw flash-memory directly. Such a file-system
approach is closely related to log-structured file systems (LFSs) [Rosenblum
and Ousterhout 1992]. Implementations of LFS are considered natural in the
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manipulation of flash memory because the latter does not encourage in-place
updates. Examples of block-device emulation are FTL/FTL-Lite [Intel Corp.
1995a; 1995c; 1998], CompactFlash [CompactFlash Assoc. 1998], and Smart-
Media [SmartMedia 1999]. The block-device emulation approach encourages a
quick/popular deployment of flash-memory technology. Many well-known and
popular (disk) file systems could be used with flash-memory block-emulated
devices.

This research is motivated by the needs of flash-memory file systems that
should have efficient initialization, especially when the capacity of a flash-
memory device is growing quickly. The most closely related research result
was reported in Yim et al. [2005], where the in-memory file-system metadata
(e.g., inode structures and inode cache) are written onto flash memory when
the file system is unmounted. Such an approach is excellent in system initial-
ization when the file system is unmounted successfully. However, when the file
system crashes, all spare areas of flash memory would be still scanned. In this
article, we are interested in a log management scheme for the flash-memory file
system such that efficient initialization is possible, even though the file system
crashes.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 Flash-Memory Characteristics

A NAND2 flash memory consists of many blocks, each of which consists of a
fixed number of pages. A block is the smallest unit for erase operations, while
reads and writes are done in pages. A page contains a user area and a spare
area, where the user area is for the storage of raw data, and the spare area
stores ECC and other housekeeping information. The typical sizes of the user
and spare areas of a page are 512B and 16B, respectively. The typical block size
of a NAND flash memory is 16KB. Because flash memory is write-once, we do
not overwrite data on each update. Instead, data is written to free space, and
old versions of data are invalidated (or considered dead). The update strategy
is called “out-place update”. In other words, any existing data on flash memory
could not be over-written (updated) unless erased. The pages that store live
data and dead data are called “live pages” and “dead pages,” respectively.

After a certain number of page writes, the free space on flash memory would
become low. Activities that consist of a series of reads, writes, and erases, with
the intention to reclaim free space, would then start. The activities are called
“garbage collection” and considered as overhead in flash-memory management.
The objective of garbage collection is to recycle the dead pages scattered over
blocks such that they could become free pages after the erasures. How to intelli-
gently choose blocks for erasing is the responsibility of a block-recycling policy.
This policy should try to minimize the overhead of garbage collection due to live

2There are two major types of flash memory in the current market: NAND flash and NOR flash.

NAND flash memory is especially designed for data storage, and NOR flash is for EEPROM re-

placement. We focus our discussions on NAND flash because it is more suitable to the design of

file/storage systems.
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data copies. Under the current technology, each flash-memory block has a lim-
itation on the erase cycle count, for example, 1 million (106). A worn-out block
could suffer from frequent write errors. The “wear-leveling” policy should try to
erase blocks over flash memory evenly such that a longer overall lifetime can be
achieved. Note that wear-leveling activities could impose significant overhead
over flash-memory storage systems if access patterns have a strong locality on
updates.

3.2 Initialization and Crash Recovery

For flash-memory management, data is moved over flash memory from time to
time due to out-place updates, garbage collection, and wear-leveling. In order
to resolve the residing location problem for data on flash memory, the concept
of logical address space is adopted, where a logical address space is either
indexed by logical block addresses (LBAs) under a block-device emulation, or
(file-id, file-offset) pairs in native flash-memory file systems. Under block-device
emulation, a RAM-resident translation table is usually adopted, each entry of
which (indexed by LBAs) contains the physical address of the corresponding
LBA. Note that a page contains a user area and a spare area, where the user
area is for the storage of data for a logical block, and the spare area stores the
corresponding LBA, ECC, and other housekeeping information for the data.
When a flash-memory file/storage system is mounted, the translation table is
rebuilt by scanning all of the spare areas of pages on the flash memory. On
the other hand, many native flash-memory file systems adopt variable-sized
records with (file-id, file-offset) pairs to summarize the work done by writes and
updates. Since one record could partially invalidate another, a hierarchal data
structure, such as a tree, is maintained in the main memory to reflect updates
of data. Similar to the initialization procedure for block-device emulation, all
records on flash memory are examined to construct a logical view for files.

The scanning of records generated by a native file system (or spare areas
under block-device emulation) has become a serious issue for the near future
due to availability of large-scaled flash memory. As reported in Yim et al. [2005],
it could take approximately 25 seconds to mount a native file system over a
256MB NAND flash memory! The lengthy mounting time is obviously intolera-
ble to many users, especially when the capacity of flash memory grows rapidly.
One solution is to commit the snapshot of the data structure for the flash mem-
ory when the file system is unmounted [Bityutskiy 2006; Yim et al. 2005]. Such
an approach suffers from serious challenges when the file system is powered
off or unmounted improperly. Stale snapshots are not useful in reconstruction
of the required data structure for flash-memory management because we have
no idea about what data has been modified. In addition to the aforementioned
issue, committing the snapshot might introduce a lengthy shutdown procedure
because the file-system size might be very large.

Such observations motive this research. We aim at acceleration of the ini-
tialization of flash-memory file systems, regardless of whether the file systems
crash. We shall provide efficient crash recovery for accelerating the initializa-
tion of file systems after they crash. The proposed method should minimize the
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required modifications to existing flash-memory file systems so that the results
developed in this article can be applied to as many existing flash-memory file
systems as possible.

4. A LOG-BASED METHOD FOR FLASH-MEMORY FILE SYSTEMS

4.1 Overview

In a native file system, writes or updates to files are usually written in an
appending fashion on flash memory. The view of the file system could be recon-
structed by scanning the writes/updates on flash memory (e.g., the reconstruc-
tion of the most recent contents for each file). When a write/update is done to
a flash-memory page, the corresponding spare area of the page is written with
related housekeeping information for the data. The collection of information
stored in spare areas of all pages is called the backup memory image (BMI) of
the file system. The memory-resident data structure adopted by a native file
system to describe the view of the file system is called the primary memory
image (PMI) of the file system. With the BMI of a native file system, its PMI
could be reconstructed.

The objective of this research is to provide efficient initialization of flash-
memory file systems, even though a system crash occurs. We propose to let a
flash-memory file system generate additional log records, which provide meta-
data for writes/updates to the file system where each log record describes a
collection of writes/updates to a continuous segment of a file (with a starting
offset and size) moreover, the corresponding writes/updates must be stored in a
continuous space on the flash memory. Under block-device emulation, each log
record can describe a collection of writes/updates to a continuous segment of
flash memory with a starting logical address and a size. Note that this article
focuses the discussions on native file systems, and the results could be extended
to block-device emulation.

Log records on the flash memory are organized in check regions to provide
fast references in the reconstruction of the PMI (please see Section 4.3). As
shown in Figure 1, two procedures (that could also be implemented as tasks)
are used to process and commit log records onto the flash memory: the log-
record manager (LRM) and the logger. The LRM collects log records generated
by file systems in the main memory and merges/deletes them whenever neces-
sary. The responsibility of the logger is to commit log records (processed by the
LRM) onto flash memory. During initialization or crash recovery, the PMI, that
is, the view, of a flash-memory file system could be properly and efficiently con-
structed based on the scanning of check regions. Note that logging and recovery
have been important research topics for database systems and file processing
in past decades. Many approaches are based on write-ahead logging to ensure
the integrity of the system, and the idea of checkpointing is often used to fa-
cilitate system recovery. Distinct from past work [Levy and Silberschatz 1992;
Li and Eich 1993; Hagmann 1986; Salem and Garcia-Molina 1989; Lee and
Cho 1997; Kuo et al. 2003; Rosenblum and Ousterhout 1992], the approach
proposed in this article targets the needs and characteristics of flash memory,
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Fig. 1. System architecture.

instead of disks in many previous results. Technology developed for disk-based
systems could not be directly applied to flash memory-based ones. For example,
no checkpointing information could be maintained at fixed physical addresses
over flash memory without reasonable cost, and wear-leveling is highly impor-
tant for the lifetime of flash memory. On the other hand, our work does not
rely on write-ahead logging (because of the housekeeping information written
by flash writes over spare areas) so that more flexibility is possible to cut down
the size of logs and further improve the mounting time.

4.2 The Log-Record Manager

The responsibility of the LRM is to process log records. Since log records describe
writes/updates to file systems, some log records could become useless when new
updates are done to the data revised by the updates corresponding to log records.
Note that some partial contents of a log record might be useless for a similar
reason. A log record that describes writes/updates to a continuous segment of
a file is a tuple (file id, start offset, start address, size, version), where file id,
start offset, size, and version denote the file ID (e.g., the inode number), the
starting file offset, the segment size, and the version tag, respectively. The
version tag of a log record is maintained by the LRM to reflect how recent
the log record. Since the corresponding writes/updates of a log record must be
stored in a continuous space on the flash memory, start address denotes the
starting address on the flash memory (i.e., the physical page address on the
flash memory) to store the corresponding writes/updates. When start offset =
−1, the page in start address of the corresponding log record is for updates of
file attributes, such as the access mode, access time, uid, gid, and nlink. Note
that start offset, start address, and size are in units of a page because NAND
flash memory is accessed in pages. For example, a log record (10,12,100,19,1)
describes writes/updates to a file with ID 10 starting from the file offset 12
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Fig. 2. A scenario for processing log records.

and with a size 19 and version tag 1. Corresponding writes/updates are stored
in pages starting from the physical page address 100. Note that under block-
device emulation, the log record can describe a collection of writes/updates to a
continuous segment of flash memory with a starting logical address and a size.
As a result, whether block-device emulation or native file systems are adopted,
the flash-memory file systems could be reconstructed by parsing log records.

Log records generated by file-system operations are held temporarily in a
RAM-resident buffer for processing the LRM. Log records are processed and
later flushed onto flash memory in a batch fashion because the size of a log
record is relatively smaller than that of a flash-memory page. Let U denote
the current collection of log records buffered in RAM, and δi some specific log
record in U . Figure 2 shows a scenario in which the LRM has eight log records
{δ1, δ2, ..., δ8} ⊆ U at some time point, and we have four additional log records
{δ9, δ10, δ11, δ12} that arrived. Let all of the preceding log records belong to op-
erations of the same file. The dotted lines from newly arriving log records to
existing log records in U denote the relative offsets of their corresponding log-
ical addresses in a file. Let fields file id, start offset, start address, size, and
version of a log record δi be denoted by δi.fid, δi.so, δi.sa, δi.size, and δi.ver, re-
spectively. Let δi.L and δi.P denote collections of consecutive logical addresses
and physical addresses in intervals [δi.so, δi.so+δi.size) and [δi.sa, δi.sa+δi.size),
respectively. As shown in Figure 2, for example, we have δ9.L ⊂ δ2.L and
δ8.L ∩ δ12.L = {φ}.

As writes/updates are issued to a file system, the following log records are
generated and monitored by the LRM. Log records in U are organized as a
hierarchical data structure, for example, an R-tree, in terms of the logical ad-
dresses of log records (e.g., δi.L). Let �(U, RA) be an operation supported by the
LRM in finding a collection of log records δi in U with a non-null intersection
of their logical address range with RA, that is, (δi.L ∩ RA) �= φ.3 We propose to
adopt two operations for the LRM to reduce the number of log records in U for
committing onto flash memory, as follows:

Merge: Let δi be a new log record received by the LRM, and δ j be an existing
log record in �(U, [(δi.so + δi.size), (δi.so + δi.size + 1)]). Note that those is only
one such a log record; otherwise, these log records must have been merged, as
self-explained in this paragraph. If δi.fid = δ j .fid, (δi.so + δi.size) = δ j .so, and
(δi.sa + δi.size) = δ j .sa, then δi and δ j are merged into a new log record δk such

3Tree-based indices, such as R-trees, could be adopted for the implementation of �(U, R A).
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that δk equals δi, except that δk .size = (δi.size + δ j .size). Furthermore, δk .ver is
redefined by the LRM as needed. Note that we shall also do the same merging
for the log record δi (or the merged log record δk), as well as that discovered by
�(U, [δi.so − 1, δi.so]), accordingly.

Delete: Let δi be an existing log record in U , and Si be the set of all log records
in U such that ∀δ j ∈ Si, δ j .ver > δi.ver and δ j .L∩δi.L �= φ. If δi.L ⊆ ⋃

δ j ∈Si
(δ j .L),

then δi is removed from U .
We shall show that the number of log records in U could be minimized with

a finite number of executions of the preceding merging/deleting operations.
Assume that the image of the file system is given first. This means that file
data and metadata have been stored in the flash memory.

THEOREM 4.2.1. The number of log records in U could be minimized with a
finite number of executions of the aforementioned merging/deleting operations.

PROOF. The correctness of this theorem could be proved by an induction on
the number of log records in U , namely, |U |. For the induction base, that is,
|U | = 1, this theorem is correct because there is nothing to merge or delete.
Suppose that the theorem is correct for U being equal to some integer k ≥ 1
(Induction hypothesis). We shall show that this theorem remains correct for
|U | = (k + 1). Here are two cases for discussion: Let δi be the last log record
included in U such that |U | = (k + 1).

—Suppose that the inclusion of δi results in the execution of either a merging or
deleting operation. The number of log records in U would be reduced. Based
on the induction hypothesis, the correctness of this theorem follows.

—Suppose that the inclusion of δi does not result in the execution of any merg-
ing or deleting operation. Given the Induction hypothesis, merging/deleting
operations should be able to minimize the number of log records in U . If δi

could not cause merging or deleting operations with other log records in U ,
then there exist δi.fid, δi.so, δi.sa, or δi.size that are different from the other
log records in U such that the conditions for merging and deleting operations
are broken. Therefore, δi should be added into U such that U could store the
update that δi describes. Because U has a minimum of n log records before
δi arrives, U still has a minimum of n+ 1 log records after δi is processed. As
a result, the Induction hypothesis is also true for k = n + 1.

—We shall use the example shown in Figure 2 to provide a better explanation for
the preceding two LRM operations: Log records might partially invalidated
other due to updates to the same file (e.g., δ2 is partially invalidated by δ9 and
δ10, as shown in Figure 2). Let log records δ9, δ10, δ11, and δ12 be newly arriving
records for U . Here, δ5 is deleted from U because δ5.L ⊆ δ11.L. Because of the
arrival of δ12, δ8 and δ12 are merged into a new log record δ13 such that δ13 =
δ8, except that δ13.size = (δ8.size + δ12.size). This is because (δ8.so+δ8.size) =
δ12.so and (δ8.sa+δ8.size) = δ12.sa. We must point out that the implementation
of LRM in index management, such as that based on R-trees, might not
encourage the splitting of log records due to partial invalidations because an
extra number of writes to flash memory could occur in the storing of split log
records. In the experiments, we show that the amount of time in initialization
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would increase significantly if the LRM does not adopt the merge and delete
operations. �

4.3 The Logger

In the previous section, the LRM has been presented for processing log records.
The logger is triggered by the LRM for flushing log records for events defined by
the user policy, for example, the exhaustion of the buffer space of the LRM. This
section is meant to present the design of the logger for flushing and compacting
log records on flash memory with an objective of efficient reconstruction of the
PMI for the file system. Note that log records are small data structures, and
they should be organized in a proper way for reconstruction of the PMI.

The organization of log records is done by logical units called check regions.
Due to the out-place update of flash memory, check regions can not be in fixed
locations such as disks; instead, the logger should distribute check regions over
different locations of flash memory. Therefore, a check region is defined as a
number of log segments and a log-segment directory. A log segment is a col-
lection of consecutive flash-memory blocks for storing log records. Log records
are written in an appending (and sequential) fashion to any log segment with
available free space. In other words, a log segment is identified as the last log
segment where new log records have been written. The space occupied by a log
segment could be allocated from either a predefined partition on flash memory
(which is independent of file systems) or the free space governed by file systems.4

The adoption of log segments can prevent check regions from locating in fixed
locations of flash memory and provide the file systems with wear-leveling con-
siderations. A “wear-leveling” policy intends to erase all blocks on flash memory
evenly, so that a longer overall flash-memory lifetime could be achieved. In this
article, each log segment is of a flash-memory block (for simplicity of presenta-
tion). Note that a number of check regions could coexist on flash memory and
might share log segments, as shown in Figure 3, where Log Segments 4 and 5
are shared in two check regions. The most recent check region is used in the
construction of the PMI of a file system.

Since a check region consists of a number of log segments scattering over
flash memory, a technical issue is how to efficiently locate proper log segments
for the most recent check region in the initialization procedure. In order to
resolve this issue, log-segment directories are created for the organization of
check regions. In each log-segment directory, the physical addresses of log seg-
ments of the corresponding check region are stored for efficient referencing.
Log-segment directories are stored in a collection of preallocated pages, for ex-
ample, the first 20 blocks. Note that compared to log segments, the size of a
log-segment directory is small (i.e., a page) and the variance of a log-segment
directory is not often by preparing log segments in advance. Therefore, we allo-
cate a fixed location to store the log-segment directories for efficient referencing
and the fixed location would not occupy much space. Whenever a new check

4In the latter case, garbage collection should ignore recycling the log segments. In implementations,

the logger might compact contents in log segments such that free space could be released for storing

log records.
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Fig. 3. The composition of check regions.

region is created, a corresponding log-segment directory is created. Log-
segment directories are written to preallocated pages in an appending (and
sequential) fashion. The most-recent log-segment directory is always stored at
the end of the preallocated pages (where a cyclic buffer scheme is adopted in
the management of preallocated pages). During initialization, the PMI is re-
constructed by scanning log segments in the most recent log-segment directory
(i.e., that for the most recent check region).

As mentioned in the previous section, even though the LRM could remove
some invalidated log records in the buffer, log records stored in log segments
might have no up-to-date data. To improve space utilization and reduce the
number of log segments accessed during initialization, we propose to identify
log segments for compacting in each initialization whenever necessary. The
idea is to retrieve log records in log segments that still contain up-to-date data
and save them in the last log segment. As shown in Figure 4, selected log
records in two log segments c and n are retrieved and stored in the available
space of the last log segment b. After a series of compacting operations, or
even deleting/merging operations (please see Section 4.2), a new check region
is created for more efficient initialization. Note that the compacting policy of log
segments is similar to those for garbage collection over flash memory. Related
issues are listed as follows: (1) How many log segments should be chosen for
compaction? (2) Which log segments should be chosen for compaction? (3) How
do we resolve system failure while compaction is on the way?

In a proper system design, an appropriate number of log segments could be
chosen according to the system workload. The selection policy of log records
for compaction could be based on flash-memory management considerations.
An example of a greedy approach is to pick up log segments with less live log
records [Wu and Zwaenepoel 1994]. Wear-leveling considerations should also be
addressed when necessary. Resolving a system failure during the compaction
can be done as follows: Assume that there are x log segments to be compacted
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Fig. 4. The compaction of log segments.

into y log segments ( y < x). First, there should be y available log segments for
copying live log records in the x log segments. The physical addresses of the y
log segments must be saved in a new log-segment directory. If a system failure
occurs during the writing of the new log-segment directory, then there still ex-
ists a consistent log-segment directory for log segments before the compaction.
Note that existing check regions can still be used to accelerate the mounting
time in the proposed method (please see Section 4.4). After the write of the new
log-segment directory, the x log segments can be erased and reused at some
proper time. We should point out that the compaction procedure could survive
over many kinds of failures, for example, a write or power failure.

4.4 Efficient Crash Recovery

In many implementations of flash-memory file systems, writes are written in
an appending fashion, even inside a block (i.e., from the first page of the block
to its last page). Version tags that are stored in spare areas are used to track
the recency of data. When a system crash occurs, many implementations, for
example, Yim et al. [2005], require the scanning of (spare areas of) the entire
flash memory to reconstruct the PMI of the file system. This is because their
snapshots are out-of-date and not useful in the reconstruction of the PMI of the
file system. Such an approach is time-consuming, which is the motivation for
proposing check regions that represent logic units in the maintenance of PMI
in different stages.

When a system crash occurs,5 some log records in the LRM might be lost
(before they are flushed onto flash memory by the logger). In order to reconstruct

5We adopt two tags (such as a start tag and an end tag) to check if the file system incurs a system

crash. When we start mounting the file system, the start tag is written to the latest check region.

When we start unmounting the file system, the end tag is written to the latest check region. If the

two tags cannot be found in pairs in the latest check region, a system crash has occurred.
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Fig. 5. The out-of-order committing of log records.

a consistent PMI, we shall first locate the most recent and consistent check
region and then scan the spare areas of pages intelligently based on information
in the check region (by skipping some blocks): Scanning the flash memory starts
with the first block until the last. We should skip the scanning of all pages in one
block if the first page of this block is free (i.e., other pages of the block are also
free), or the metadata (e.g., file-id, file-offset, version, etc.) stored in the spare
area of the last page of the block matches those described in some log records of
the check region (i.e., all of the data in the block is also identified by the check
region). It could be shown that the aforementioned crash recovery procedure
would not skip the scanning of any block which contains information in addition
to that maintained in the check region for construction of the PMI. Note that
committing log records out-of-order is not adopted in this article, because it
could let the crash recovery fail. Out-of-order committing of log records means
that there exists a log record δi in the buffer of the LRM, a log record δ j which
are stored in the most recent check region, and δi.ver < δ j .ver. As shown in
Figure 5, assume that there are three log records δ1, δ2, and δ3 that describe
writes/updates in a block, where δ1.ver < δ2.ver < δ3.ver. When a system crash
occurs, the crash recovery starts. Because metadata stored in the spare area of
the last page could be identified by the most recent check region, and the first
page is not a free page, the scanning of other spare areas of the block would
be skipped. However, δ1 and δ2 are not stored in the most recent check region,
thus the crash recovery would fail.

THEOREM 4.4.1. The crash recovery procedure will not skip the scanning of
any block that should be scanned in the construction of the PMI.

PROOF. Note that the logger does not adopt out-of-order committing of the log
records. Assume that a block B has metadata stored in its spare areas and the
crash recovery should scan it, but skipped. We know that B could be skipped
in the crash recovery if the first page of B is a free page or the metadata in the
spare area of the last page of B is identified. Because writes are written in an
appending fashion within a block, it is not possible that the first page of B is a
free page and B still has other metadata in other spare areas of B. Similarly, it
is not possible that the most recent and consistent check region could identify
the metadata stored in the spare area of the last page of B and other metadata
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Fig. 6. Scanning blocks for crash recovery.

stored in other spare areas of B is described in the check region. As a result,
the crash recovery could not skip any blocks that should be scanned. �

We shall use the example shown in Figure 6 for the crash recovery. Suppose
that there are n blocks (B1 ∼ Bn) that would be scanned in a crash recovery,
B1 and B2 could be skipped because B1 is a free block, and the metadata of the
last page of B2 could be identified correctly by the most recent check region.
B3 should be scanned because the metadata of the last page of B3 could not
be identified correctly by the most recent check region. After crash recovery,
the file-system consistency issues could also be resolved by discarding some
inconsistent data. For example, if a file has only file data, but no file attributes,
the file data could be discarded. Furthermore, if a file is created but its directory
file has no updates for the file, the file could also be discarded. As a result,
the proposed approach can provide efficient initialization of file systems, even
though a system crash occurs. We shall provide a further performance study
of the proposed mechanism on efficient initialization and crash recovery in
Section 5.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup and Performance Metrics

In this section, the proposed method is implemented over YAFFS, which is
a popular open-source flash-memory file system for performance evaluation
on initialization and crash recovery. Note that YAFFS, which is of about
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7,000 lines of C code, is a (NAND-oriented) file system. YAFFS is now shipped
by many Linux vendors and even supported in some WinCE-based embedded
systems.

The experiments were conducted over YAFFS with an enhancement of our
proposed method. The file system was over a 1GB NAND flash memory. The
block size, page size, and size of the spare area of each page were 16KB, 512B,
and 16B, respectively, where there were 32 pages in a block. There was 400MB
of data written to 100 files in each run of the experiments. The average size
of each modification to a file was 10KB, and 80% of the 400MB was written
to 20% of the 100 files (i.e., an emulation of an 80–20 locality [Rosenblum and
Ousterhout 1992]). Modifications and updates to the files were controlled by a
parameter append ratio (referred to as AR hereafter) which denoted the ratio
of the amount of new data which was to be sequentially appended to the files
to the amount of data updated over existing data in the files. As AR decreased,
the access pattern of files in a file system was randomized. Note that random
updates are the worst-case consideration for the proposed method because the
number of merges or deletes of log records could be reduced. A large value for
AR implied that more new data was appended to files. The other parameter,
buffer size (referred to as BS hereafter), controlled the maximum number of log
records possibly held in the buffer of the LRM. A larger value for BS implied a
better opportunity for merging or deleting log records. However, a large value
for BS increased the vulnerability of a file system to surviving power failures.

The performance of YAFFS both with and without the proposed method was
evaluated in terms of the amount of time for mounting a file system (for initial-
ization or crash recovery). In the following sections, the setups of AR and BS
were varied to provide insight on the speedup behavior of the proposed method.

5.2 Different Append Ratios

In this part of the experiments, files were written to a file system based on
workloads controlled by different ARs. The file system was properly unmounted
and then reinitialized. The total amount of time for initialization was recorded
to evaluate the capability of the proposed method.

During the mounting of a clean file system, YAFFS with the proposed method
only needed to scan pages in the latest check region. On the other hand, the
original YAFFS might scan the spare areas of all pages on flash memory. Note
that the sizes of a spare area and a page were very different (i.e., 512B and 16B
respectively), and their access times were about 156us and 30us, respectively
[Samsung 2002]. Here we had a more optimized access time for reading spare
areas, provided that they were accessed in sequential fashion.

In the part next of the experiments, BS was fixed as 2,000 such that the
LRM could hold up to 2,000 log records in its buffer. Different values for
AR were experimented with for different workload behaviors: With a larger
value for AR, new data was more likely to be sequentially appended to files.
File sizes were often large. On the other hand, the smaller the AR value, the
smaller the average file size. The total amount of time in each initialization
of the file system under different ARs is shown in Table I. It is clear that the
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Table I. Total Amount of Time Initialization under Different

Append Ratios

YAFFS with/ without the Average/standard

proposed method deviation of the file size

AR (Unit: ms) (Unit: KB)

0.2 87 / 8,768 465.3 / 684.6

0.4 114 / 11,915 849.7 / 1,328.9

0.6 128 / 14,023 1,248.4 / 1,962.5

0.8 136 / 14,864 1,638.9 / 2,591.6

Table II. Average Size of a Check Region in

Initialization under Different Buffer Sizes

The average size of Average/deviation

a check region of the file size

BS (Unit: Page) (Unit: KB)

500 764 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

1,000 733 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

1,500 706 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

2,000 680 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

2,500 655 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

3,000 633 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

3,500 615 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

4,000 597 1,053.5 / 1,651.5

proposed method could significantly reduce the mount of time in mounting a
file system, regardless of the value of AR. As astute readers might notice, the
initialization time increased when AR had a larger value. This was because the
average file size was relatively large so that more log records had to be main-
tained when AR had a large value (as shown in the right column of Table I).
Note that compared to Yim et al. [2005], the time for scanning the snapshot
of the file system which was stored in NAND flash memory was about 94ms
∼ 218ms, when the size of stored data was about 40 ∼ 100MB. In comparison,
our proposed log-based file system could provide better initialization perfor-
mance. Note that the amount of time in initialization was measured. This was
roughly 5,258ms if the LRM did not adopt the merge and delete operations,
where merge operations could decrease 95% of the redundant log records, in this
case.

5.3 Different Buffer Sizes

In this part of the experiments, the overheads of the proposed method, in terms
of average check region size, were evaluated under different values of BS. Note
that the initialization time was proportional to the average check region size.
AR was set to 0.5, and the values of BS varied from 500 to 4,000. Table II shows
the average size of a check region for different values of BS. It was shown that
a larger value of BS implied a smaller check region size because the LRM had
a larger buffer when BS had a larger value. A large buffer provided a better
opportunity for merging and deleting log records. Note that when BS was 4,000,
a check region was of roughly 299KB for a 1GB flash-memory file system. We
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Table III. Crash Recovery

Time for Different

Numbers of Log Records

Lost in a System Crash

(i.e., BS)

Recovery Time

BS (Unit: ms)

500 2,272

1,000 2,575

1,500 2,880

2,000 3,185

2,500 3,488

3,000 3,795

3,500 4,099

4,000 4,397

should also point out that the improvement in merging and deleting log records
slows down after BS > 2500. It becomes saturated later.

5.4 Crash Recovery

In this part of the experiments, the crash recovery time for different numbers
of log records lost in a system crash was measured. As presented in Section
4.4, the mounting of a dirty file system under the proposed method needed to
scan not only log records in the most recent consistent check region, but also
the spare areas of pages that were updated since the committing of the check
region. AR was set to 0.5, and the values of BS varied from 500 to 4,000. Because
the log records held in the buffer of the LRM were not committed onto flash
memory when a system crash occurred, we assume that the number of the lost
log records was BS during a system crash.

Table III shows the crash recovery time in mounting a dirty file system under
different numbers of lost log records. This was consistent with the expectation
that a larger value for BS implies a longer recovery time because more log
records are lost during a system crash. The crash recovery time was linearly
proportional to the value of BS. In comparison, it took roughly 13,096ms for
the original YAFFS to mount a dirty file system for the same set of experi-
ments. The proposed method was shown to be quite superior in crash recovery
because the number of spare aeras scanned during a recovery was effectively
reduced.

6. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a method for efficient initialization and crash recovery
for flash-memory file systems. A log management scheme for flash-memory
file systems is presented. The proposed log management method is imple-
mented in a log-record manager and a logger. The log-record manager collects
log records generated by the file system in the main memory and merges/deletes
records whenever necessary. The logger commits the log records onto flash mem-
ory in check regions. During initialization or crash recovery, the housekeep-
ing data structure of a flash-memory file system is efficiently reconstructed
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based on check regions. The proposed method was evaluated under a series of
experiments with different access patterns and buffer sizes for log records. It
was shown that the proposed method could significantly reduce crash recovery
time and improve initialization time with limited space overhead.

For future research, we should further explore the characteristics of flash
memory in file access, especially when application semantics is considered. With
joint considerations of application designs and flash-memory characteristics,
much more performance improvement could be achieved with even less system
overhead.
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